STALL RESERVATION FORM

NAME: ________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________ EMAIL: ______________________
CITY: ______________________ STATE: ______________________
ZIP: ______________ PHONE: ______________________

ARRIVAL DATE: ____________DEPARTURE DATE: ____________

NUMBER OF STALLS NEEDED: ____________

$20.00 PER DAY/ PER STALL = $___________

$18.00/ DAY IF TWO OR MORE DAYS = $___________

Or $34.00 for Weekend (Fri.&Sat.) = $___________

TOTAL DUE $___________

ASSIGNED TO: BARN #___________ STALLS #___________

Only one horse per stall! All horses must be stalled (no pens allowed) on Fairgrounds property. All stalls are padlocked and must be paid for in advance. Please check in at the Fairgrounds Office for your stall assignments. Shavings are available in piles near stalls.
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